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ABSTRACT
If V is a set of n points in the unit square [0, 1]2 , and if
R : V → ℜ+ is an assignment of positive real numbers
(radii) to to those points, define a graph G(R) as follows:
{v, w} is an undirected edge if and only if the Euclidean distance d(v, w) is less than or equal to min(R(v), R(w)). Given
α ≥ 1 and k ∈ Z+ , let Rk∗ be the
P rangeαassignment that
R(v) , subject to the
minimizes the function J(R) =
v∈V

constraint that G(R) has at least k edge-disjoint spanning
trees. For n random points in [0, 1]2 , the expected value of
α
the optimum, E(J(Rk∗ )), is asymptotically Θ(n1− 2 ). This is
proved by analyzing a crude approximation algorithm that
J (Ra )
finds a range assignment Rka such that the ratio J (Rk∗ ) is
k
bounded.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
F.2.m [Analysis of Algorithms and Problem Complexity]: Miscellaneous

General Terms
Algorithms, Performance, Reliability, Theory

Keywords
Range assignment, probabilistic analysis, approximation algorithm, spanning tree

1.

INTRODUCTION

If V is a finite set of points ℜ2 , and R : V → ℜ+ is an
assignment of positive real numbers (radii) to the points,
define an undirected graph G(R) as follows. The vertex set
is V , and {u, v} is an undirected edge if and only if the Euclidean distance d(u, v) is less than or equal to min(R(u), R(v)).
This is one of the standard models for connections between
nodes of a wireless network: R(v) represents the distance
that node v can effectively transmit, and the presence of an
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edge between two nodes indicates the availability of direct
two-way communication between those P
nodes. For a suitR(v)α has been
able value of α, the function J(R) =
v∈V

used as a measure of the energy spent by the nodes when
transmitting. Hence it is a natural choice for an objective
function to minimize. Some kind of connectivity constraint
is needed to ensure that all pairs of nodes can communicate (either directly via an edge, or indirectly by forwarding
messages). In this paper, the constraint imposed is the existence of k edge-disjoint spanning trees. For positive integers
k > 1, and real numbers α ≥ 1, let Πk,α be the following
optimization problem.
Πk,α :
Instance: V, a finite set of points in ℜ2 .
Objective: Choose R : V → ℜ+ so as to minimize
X
R(v)α .
J(R) =
v∈V

Constraint: G(R) must have at least k edge-disjoint
spanning trees.
Given an instance of Πk,α , let Rk∗ denote an optimal choice
of R. Thus J(Rk∗ ) is the minimum feasible energy. The main
result in this paper is an asymptotic estimate for the expected value of J(Rk∗ ). For the stochastic model in which
a random instance is selected by choosing n points independently and uniform randomly from [0, 1]2 , we prove that
α
E(J(Rk∗ )) = Θ(n1− 2 ). More precisely,suppose that βα is
the “minimum spanning tree constant”[3],that a < 52 βα and
2
kα+2 )βα . Then there is a positive conthat b > (2 + α+2
stant Nk,α such that, for all n > Nk,α , the expected value
of J(Rk∗ ) satisfies the inequalities
α

α

an1− 2 ≤ E(J(Rk∗ )) ≤ bn1− 2 .
One can regard Πk,α as the restriction of a problem Π, in
which both the the positive integer k and the exponent α
are given along with the points V as input. The problem Π
is NP-hard, since it can be restricted to problems that are
known to be N P -hard. In particular, for k = 1, the existence of k spanning trees is equivalent to connectivity. The
problem of minimizing power, subject to the graph being
connected, is known to be NP-hard [7] ,[8].I believe Πk,α is
NP-hard for general k and α, but have not yet completed a
proof.
Several authors have considered range assignment problems with various other connectivity constraints. Vertex
connectivity is paricularly important, and several authors

have used this as a constraint. See for example, Lloyd et.
al., Hajiaghayi et al., [10]Kortsarz , Mirrokni ,Nutov and
Tsanko, [12] and the references therein, and Calinescu at.al
[2],[5].The work of Blough et.al.[4]is closely related to ours
because they estimated the expected value of the optimum
power in the case k = 1.
We should particularly mention Π̃k,α = the symmetric
range assignment problem with the constraint that G has
a k-edge-connected spanning subgraph. It is well-known
[9]that any 2k-edge-connected graph has k disjoint spanning
trees. Hence any approximation algorithm for Π̃2k,α can,
ipso facto, be used as an approximation algorithm for Πk,α .
See Calinescu at.al [2],[5],Lloyd et.al.[13], and the work of
Kortsarz et.al.,[12] and references therein for algorithms that
use edge-connectivity as a constraint for range assignments.
It is important to note that a graph with k disjoint spanning
trees need not be 2k-edge connected. Hence the optimum
solution for a Πk,α instance may have less power than the
lowest power 2k-edge-connected range assignment for that
instance. It follows that the worst case ratio of an algorithm
for Π̃2k,α does not apply when the algorithm is used as an
approximation algorithm for Πk,α .

Summing over all vertices v, we get the lower bound in
Lemma 1.
Let Sk∗ be a minimum cost union of k disjoint spanning
trees for G(Rk∗ ). To apply Lemma 1, we also need the following lemma.
Lemma 2. For all vertices v,
Rk∗ (v) = max d(u, v),
u

where the maximum is over vertices u for which {u, v} is an
edge of Sk∗ .
Proof. From the definition of Sk∗ (as a minimum cost
union of k disjoint spanning trees for G(Rk∗ )), it is clear
that Sk∗ is a subgraph of G(Rk∗ ). This, and the definition of
G(Rk∗ ), imply that, for any edge {u, v} of Sk∗ , we must have
d(u, v) ≤ min(Rk∗ (u), Rk∗ (v)). Thus Rk∗ (v) ≥ d(u, v) for any
vertex u that is adjacent to v in Sk∗ ,i.e.
Rk∗ (v) ≥ max d(u, v).
u

(1)

We must prove that the inequality (1) cannot be strict. We
suppose Rk∗ (v) > max d(u, v), and derive a contradiction.
u

2.

MINIMUM SPANNING TREES

In this section, some elementary inequalities will be used
to bound the objective function J from above and below
by less complicated functions related to minimum spanning
trees. Like many authors, we will use minimum spanning
tree(s) and related inequalities to construct and analyze an
approximation algorithm.
Let Kc = Kc (V ) denote the complete graph on V . For
v, w ∈ V , define the cost of the edge ε = {v, w} to be W (ε) =
d(v, w)α . Obviously W depends on α, but to limit notational
clutter, we write W instead of Wα . Throughout this paper,
α is a fixed positive constant that is greater than or equal
to one. It is important to note that, for α > 1, W may not
satisfy the triangle inequality. More precisely, one can have
vertices v1 , v2 , v3 for which
W ({v1 , v3 }) > W ({v1 , v2 }) + W ({v2 , v3 }).
For any spanning
P subgraph H ⊆ Kc , define the cost of H to
W (ε), the sum of the costs of of its edges.
be W (H) =
ε∈H

If H is a spanning subgraph of Kc , let ∆ = ∆(H) be the
maximum of thePdegrees of the vertices in the graph H, and
define F (H) =
max d(w, v)α , where the maximum is over
v w∼v

all neighbors w that v has in H. Then we have

Lemma 1. For any spanning subgraph H of Kc ,
2
W (H) ≤ F (H) ≤ 2W (H).
∆
Proof. For any finite list of positive real numbers, the
maximum of the numbers is trivially bounded from above
by the sum of the numbers. Therefore
XX
d(u, v)α = 2W (H).
F (H) ≤
v

Define
R̃(w) =

(

Rk∗ (w)
maxu d(v, u)

,w =
6 v
, w = v,

where the maximum is over all vertices u that are adjacent
to v in Sk∗ . Note that R̃ is feasible; G(R̃) has k disjoint
spanning trees since it still contains Sk∗ . But J(R̃) < J(Rk∗ ).
This contradicts the minimality of J(Rk∗ ) in the definition
of Rk∗
Applying Lemma 1 to Lemma 2, we get
Corollary 3. If ∆ = ∆(Sk∗ ) is the maximum vertex degree in Sk∗ , then
2
W (Sk∗ ) ≤ J(Rk∗ ) ≤ 2W (Sk∗ ).
∆
Let S Kc be minimum cost union of k spanning trees for
Kc . In general, W (Sk∗ ) ≥ W (S Kc )) ≥ kW (T1 ). It is well
known that Kc (V ) has a minimum weight spanning tree
T1 whose maximum degree less than or equal to 5. (See,
for example, Lemma 7.2 of [14]It is not true for arbitrary
weights, but is true for the weights W ({u, v}) = d(u, v)α in
this paper.)
Hence Corollary 3 does yield a reasonable lower bound for
E(J(Rk∗ )) in the special case when k = 1, namely
2
E(W (T1 )).
5
The distribution of W (T1 ) has been intensively studied by
probability theorists[1],[3],[11],[17].For this paper, we need
only the expected value: there is a constant βα , called the
“minimum spanning tree constant”, such that
E(J(R1∗ )) ≥

α

E(W (T1 )) = βα n1− 2 (1 + o(1)).

(2)

u∼v

For the lower bound, note that, for any finite list of real
numbers, the maximum of the numbers is bounded below
by the average of the numbers. Thus, for each vertex v,
X
1
1 X
max d(u, v)α ≥
d(u, v)α ≥
d(u, v)α .
u∼v
degree(v) u∼v
∆ u∼v

Unfortunately, we do not have any upper bounds on ∆ =
∆(Sk∗ ) for k > 1, and we can no longer use this method to
deduce a lower bound. However it is worth observing that
Rk∗ ≥ R1∗ , so that we at least have these crude lower bounds:
J(Rk∗ )) ≥

2
W (T1 ))
5

(3)

Combining (6) and (5), we get the desired result: |Z| > |I|.

and
E(J(Rk∗ )) ≥ E(J(R1∗ )) ≥

3.

2
βα n
5

1− α
2

(1 + o(1)).

(4)

Let Ska be the union of k spanning trees that was constructed in the previous section. Define

APPROXIMATION ALGORITHM

This section presents a method for selecting a (suboptimal) set of k disjoint spanning trees for Kc . Then, in the
following section, we estimate the expected value of the sum
of the weights of the set of trees that it selects, and then use
this number to derive an upper bound the expected optimum
value E(J(Rk∗ )).
Let T1 be an MST for Kc having maximum degree less
than 6. Fix a vertex v1 ∈ V as the root, and define the
level of each vertex v as the number of edges on the unique
path from v to v1 in the tree T1 . (Level 0 consists of the
root vertex v1 .) Let h be the maximum of the levels, and
for i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , h, let Li consists of those vertices at level
i, i.e. the vertices v for which the graph distance is i.
Let f : V /{v1 } → V be the following “successor”function:
f (v) = the first vertex after v on the path from v to v1 . If
f (t) denotesSf composed with itself t times, then the domain
Li . If f (t) (v) is a vertex in Lj , then v is a
of f (t) is
i≥t

vertex in Lt+j . Thus {v, f (t) (v)} is an edge of Kc that joins
vertices whose levels differ by exactly t. We use f to define
k − 1 forests as follows. For t = 2, . . . , k, let Ft consist of all
edges of the form {v, f (t) (v)} where v is a vertex in level t or
higher. Since the edges of Ft join vertices that are separated
by exactly t levels,it is clear that the k − 1 forests are edgedisjoint and also share no edge with T1 . We need to modify
them slightly so that they are in fact spanning trees rather
than forests.
For each t, let ωt be the number of components that the
forest Ft has. Let τt,j , 1 ≤ j ≤ ωt be the component trees of
Ft , and let Vt,j be the vertex set of τt,j . Also let ρt,j be the
root (lowest level vertex) of τt,j . The idea will be to hook all
these roots up with low level vertices in the largest of the
τt,j ’s.
Choose tmax, jmax such
˘ that Vtmax,jmax has maximum
cardinality, and let I = (t, j) : 1 ≤ j ≤ ωt and 1 ≤ t ≤
¯
k and (t, j) 6= (tmax, jmax) . Let Z consist of those vertices
of Vtmax,jmax whose level is less than or equal to 5k . Later
we will verify that |Z| > |I|. We can therefore choose a 1 − 1
function φ from I to Z. Now define Tt to be the tree that is
obtained from Ft by adjoining the edges {ρt,j , φ(t, j)} with
1 ≤ j ≤ ωt , and (t, j) 6= (tmax, jmax).
The validity of our construction depended upon our assumption that |I| < |Z|. To verify this fact, begin with
the following observation. For each ℓ, there are at most 5ℓ
vertices in level ℓ (because the a maximum degree of T1 is
strictly less than 6). On the other hand, each root ρt,j is
t−1
P ℓ
t
5 < 54 . and
at some level less than t. Hence ωt ≤
ℓ=0

|I| = −1 + 1 +

k
P

t=2

ωt <

5k+1
.
16

Thus

|I| < 5k .

(5)

The size of the largest component is at least as large as the
n
> 4n
average component size, so |Vtmax,jmax | ≥ ωtmax
. If
5k

n>

25k
4

, then

|Vtmax,jmax | > 5k .

4. ANALYSIS

(6)

Rka (v) = max d(u, v),
where the maximum is over all vertices u for which {u, v} is
an edge of Ska . We know that Rka is feasible because G(Rka )
contains Ska . Therefore, by the definition of Rk∗ , we must
have
J(Rk∗ ) ≤ J(Rka ).

(7)

J(Rka ) ≤ 2W (Ska )

(8)

By Lemma 1,

It follows from (7) and (8) that
E(J(Rk∗ )) ≤ 2E(W (Ska )).

(9)

Thus we must estimate the expected cost of the spanning
trees that are constructed using method in the previous section.
The choice of spanning trees in the preceding section involved three phases:
• The first phase, in which the MST T1 is found.
• The second phase, in which the forests Ft are chosen.
• The third phases, in which the forests’ trees’ roots are
linked to vertices in Vtmax,jmax
Let C1,k , C2,k , C3,k respectively be the costs of the edges
added in these phases. Then by (9), we have
E(J(Rk∗ )) ≤ 2E(C1,k ) + 2E(C2,k ) + 2E(C3,k ).

(10)

We already cited an estimate for the first term (see equation
2),so our goal in this section is to prove upper bounds for
the second and third terms in (10).
First we estimate E(C2,k ). Suppose c = {w, z} is an edge
of Ft and e = {x, y} is an edge of the MST T1 . We say c
covers e, and write either c  e or e  c , if the unique path in
T1 from w to z includes the edge e. Note that every edge c
in Ft covers exactly t edges e of T1 . In the special case α = 1
we can use the triangle inequality and write
X
XX
W (c) ≤
W (e)
c∈Ft ec

c∈Ft

=

X

X

e∈T1 c∈Ft ,ce

W (e) ≤ t

X

W (e).

e∈T1

Then, by summing on t and then averaging, we get
!
k
C2,k ≤
W (T1 ),
2

(11)

and then
E(C2,k ) ≤

!
k
E(W (T1 )) =
2

!
k
β1 n1/2 (1 + o(1)). (12)
2

Unfortunately, for α > 1, the triangle inequality does not
hold and we need a cruder argument. Suppose c = {w, z} is
an edge of Ft and that w = x0 , x1 , x2 , . . . , xt−1 , xt = z are

the vertices on the path in T1 from w to z. Since d(·, ·) does
satisfy the triangle inequality, we have
d(w, z) ≤

t−1
X
i=0

C2,k ≤

d(xi , xi+1 ) ≤ t max d(xi , xi+1 ).
0≤i<t

Therefore
d(w, z)α ≤ tα max d(xi , xi+1 )α ≤ tα
0≤i<t

As before, we have
X

c∈Ft

= tα

X

t−1
X

d(xi , xi+1 )α .

i=0

W (c) ≤
X

X

t

α

c∈Ft

X

√ α−1
C3,k ≤ 5k (5k + k)α 2
W (T1 ).

X

Define a constant B (depending on k and α, but not on n)
by
√ α−1
` ´
1 + k2 + 5k (5k + k)α 2
.
B=
2/5

ec

W (e).

e∈T1

By summing on t and averaging, we get (for any α ≥ 1),
α
kα+2
kα+2
E(W (T1 )) =
βα n1− 2 (1 + o(1)).
α+2
α+2
(13)
The estimate for C3,k can be quite crude because only
O(1) edges are added in phase three. Let M = max d(u, v),
where the maximum is over all edges {u, v} of T1 .For each
edge {r, v} that is added in phase 3, there is a path from r
to v in T1 , consisting of at most 5k + k edges of T1 . By the
triangle inequality (for d), we have d(r, v) ≤ (5k + k)M, and
consequently

E(C2,k ) ≤

W ({r, v}) ≤ (5k + k)α M α .

(14)

Combining (5) with (14), we get
α

α

(15)

From the results in Penrose [15]we know that, with asymp1
totic probability one, M < ( logn n ) 2 . Hence
α
log n α2
) ) = o(n1− 2 ).
n

(16)

Putting (2),(13), and (16) into (10), we get the main result:
Theorem 4. If b > (2 +
ciently large n,

2
kα+2 )βα ,
α+2

then for all suffi-

α

E(J(Rk∗ )) < bn1− 2 .

WORST CASE RATIO

In this section, a slight modification of the preceding arJ (Ra )
guments will be used to bound the ratio J (R∗k ) of the energy
k
computed by the approximation algorithm to the optimal
energy. The idea is that both the numerator and denominator are Θ(W (T1 )).
For the denominator, we have (3), namely
J(Rk∗ ) ≥ J(R1∗ ) ≥

(20)

Putting (18),(19), and (20) into (17), and then using (3), we
get
Theorem 5. 1 ≤

J (Ra
k)
J (R∗
)
k

< B.

6. DISCUSSION
The method for selecting spanning trees in section 3 is
constructive, but it clearly inferior to known algorithms for
finding a minimum weight set of k disjoint spanning trees
[6][16].I chose this method as an analytical device because
it simplified the estimation of E(Jk∗ ) = the average value of
the optimum power Jk∗α. However, I was not able to evaluate
the limit lim E(Jk∗ )n 2 −1 . Presumably the limit exists for
n→∞

k

C3,k ≤ 5 (5 + k) M .

E(C3,k ) = O((

(19)

W (e)

W (e) ≤ tα+1

k

!
k
W (T1 ).
2

Recall from (15) that C3,k ≤ 5k (5k + k)α M α . where M is
the length of the longest edge of√the MST T1 . Obviously no
edge of T1 can be longer than 2, so a ridiculously crude
bound for M α is
√ α−1
√ α−1
M≤ 2
W (T1 ).
M α = M α−1 M ≤ 2
Hence

e∈T1 c∈Ft ,ce

5.

and

2
W (T1 ).
5

For the numerator, recall that
J(Rka ) ≤ C1,k + C2,k + C3,k

(17)

C1,k = W (T1 )

(18)

where

all α ≥ 1, but even that fact has not been proved.
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